Celebration cakes are available for pick-up at Gordon Dining and Event Center or will be delivered if the cake is being added to an additional catering order. Additional personalization of these cakes is a possibility, however, based on the intricacy of the work, there may be an additional charge.

**STANDARD CAKE**

*Decorating includes border, Bucky Badger, and a written message.*

- 1/2 sheet - $35.00 (serves about 40)
- Full sheet - $60.00 (serves about 80)

**SPECIALTY CAKE**

*Decorating includes border, cake specific decorations, and a written message.*

- 1/2 sheet - $40.00 (serves about 40)
- Full sheet - $70.00 (serves about 80)

**CAKE FLAVOR**

*Please choose one.*

- Chocolate
- White
- Marble

**FROSTING FLAVOR**

*Please choose one.*

- Chocolate
- Vanilla

---

**NUTRITION KEY**

Vegetarian Items: Foods with this symbol are identified as Vegetarian items. Eggs and cheese are included in this category.